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The Students and Faculty of
ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
extend most cordial
CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
to all alumni, and to the high school boys who will
be the Rose students of tomorrow.
ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
06,
BUY
UNITED
STATES
WAR
BONDS
AND
STAMPS
DEATH CAR...
ONLY A CHILD'S TOY on an unlighted stairway. Yet as lethal
as a speeding truck for killing or crippling. For causing
heartbreak and tragedy in someone's home.
Accidents . • . in the home . . . on the highways . . . in
factories and offices . . . cost this nation 102,500 lives last
year. This tragic toll, preventable to a great extent, was
augmented by the permanent disabling of 350,000 other
people . . . by 9,000,000 lesser casualties.
Production-wise, America's war effort lost heavily. In
all, 480 million man days were lost forever. Enough to
have built a total of 20 battleships, 100 destroyers, 9,000
bombers, and 40,000 tanks! Money-wise, the loss was
almost 4 billion dollars!
Where did these accidents happen? Two-thirds of
them happened outside of industry. In the home, where
workers take chances they would not dream of taking on
the job. They happened in darkened hallways . . . in bath
tubs . . . in garages and basements. They happened in
industry where someone gambled with safety.
No matter what you do, your life is precious to this na-
tion. Don't take chances with it. Guard it for America . . .
at day ... and at night. Fight carelessness, the Master Sabo-
teur ! Join the anti-accident crusade ! Help save a life!
The perfection of the famous"Eveready" fresh DATED
flashlight battery called for coordination between
various Units of Union Carbide and Carbon Corpora-
tion. The exact grade of graphite necessary for the
"mix" was developed by the Acheson Graphite Cor-
poration. Special alloy for protecting molds and ma-
chinery was produced by the Haynes Stellite Com-
pany,and Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation
provided a specially prepared paint made of "Viny-
lite" resins for the spun metal cap.
"EVEREADY" FLASHLIGHTS AND BATTERIES
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
30 EAST 42ND STREET • NEW YORK, N. Y.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
The words "Eveready" and "Vinylite" are registered trade-marks.
What kind
? f Future should a man
_prepare for ?
One thing is certain : The future is going
to be very different.
Now, as you finish your training, many
of you with your war participation fully
determined, the future of peacetime seems
very remote.
It is a bridge we're all going to have to
cross when we come to it. Nobody knows
exactly what it will look like. But we do
know that what lies on the other side will
be largely what all of us together make it.
Even now, responsible men in industry
are thinking how to make jobs for the men
coming back from the services, and for the
men now in war applications. It will be
done by dreaming up new things to make,
and new ways to make old things better.
This is being done by a combination of
imagination and engineering, industry by
industry. Here at Alcoa Aluminum we call
it Imagineering. It is the thing that made
our company the leader in its industry—
that got aluminum ready to do the great job
it is doing in this war. All our people
practice Imagineering, as second nature,
whether they are called engineers, or sales-
men, or production men, or research men.
The future isn't going to be made out of
laws, or pacts, or political shibboleths. The
only kind of future worth having will come
out of freedom to produce, and out of the
I magineering of men who make the things
that civilization rests on.
If we could go back to college again, we
would get ready to be an Imagineer, in
whatever particular field our interests lay.
The opportunity for young men with imagi-
nation is going to be unparalleled.
A PARENTHETICAL ASIDE: FROM THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF
ALCOA ALCOA ALUMINUM
• This message is printed by Aluminum Company of America to help people to
understand what we do and what sort of men make aluminum grow in usefulness.
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Corn For Rubber
The production of synthetic rub-
ber in the necessary huge quantities
is one of the greatest factors which
will affect the success of our mili-
tary machine, as well as the stability
of our economic status. With such
high stakes on the table, which our
country cannot lose, steps must be
taken to investigate every possible
method for production of synthetic
rubber. There are several types of
synthetic rubber now in mass pro-
duction, among which are Buna S,
Butyl, and Neoprene. For the syn-
thesis of rubber, a compound called
butadiene is essential. Butadiene is
an unsaturated hydrocarbon contain-
ing two double bonds and technically
denoted as 1,3-butadiene, formula
The Northern Regional Research
Laboratory of Peoria, Illinois, has de-
veloped a complete process for the
production of butadiene on a labora-
tory scale. Although the details of
the process are shrouded with mili-
tary secrecy, enough data may be
given here for the reader to judge
roughly its future prospects.
Description of Process
Briefly, 1,3
-butadiene is obtained
by the conversion of a four carbon
dihydroxy alcohol formed by fer-
menting corn under special condi-
tions.
Corn is used as the raw material
because of its high starch content,
the reacting ingredient. The relative-
ly low cost of corn is a desirable
factor but not one to be considered
heavily at the present time.
The first step in the process is to
hydrolize the starch content to sugar
which is effected by the action of the
enzyme diastase of malt. The fer-
mentation of sugar is accomplished
by the action of a carefully prepared
type of bacteria in the presence of
air. Products of the fermentation,
besides the "beer", are 2,3-butanediol
= By BRUCE E. POWELL, junior, ch.e.
The rubber shortage in the United
States has had a large effect upon
the average civilian's life. It first
caused tire rationing and later caused
gasoline rationing. Mr. Powell dis-
cusses the process for manufactur-
ing rubber from corn and he explains
its economic possibilities.
(CH3CHOHCHOHCH3) , ethyl alco-
hol (C2H2OH) , and methylacetyl-
carbinol (CH3COCHOHCH3) of ap-
proximately 5% , 1/2 %, and 1/4
 % by
weight yield respectively.
The 2,3-butanediol and methyl-
acetylcarbinol may be extracted from
the products. In one instance,
butanol has been used as the com-
mon solvent. The extracted materials
may be separated by distillation.
The more volatile methylacetyl-
carbinol (B. P. 140-5 C) will come
off before the 2,3-butanediol (B. P.
180 C) .
A direct conversion of 2,3-butane-
diol to 1,3-butadiene is possible but
not practical by dehydration. The
conversion is accomplished by heat-
ing to 400° - 600° C. in the presence
of A1203 as a catalyst. The yield has
been found to vary with the temper-
ature, but approximately 20 % bu ta-
diene is formed along with 50 %
methylethylketone, 20 % 2-ethyl-
2,4,5 - trimethyl - 1,3 - dioxalane and
10% material unreacted.
The method which has been proved
to be most satisfactory to date for
the butadiene formation is expen-
sive, but in contrast a product of
high purity and of 90 % yield is ob-
tained. The dihydroxy alcohol or
2,3-butanediol is esterified with
acetic acid to form the diacetate and
thus to 1,3-butadiene with the aid of
a catalyst. The relatively high cost of
the process can be visualized when
it is realized that the expensive
acetic acid cannot be recovered be-
cause of the corrosive actions on
stainless steel under the conditions
demanded.
The mechanism of the first phase
of the process, the fermentation, is
uncertain except as to the final
products formed. It is generally be-
lieved that pyruvic acid is formed
directly from the fermentation pro-
cess which is an unstable compound
and readily decarboxylates to form
acetaldehyde. Through laboratory
experiments it has been found that
acetaldehyde is changed to the enol
form, known as vinyl alcohol, by the
action of ultra-violet light. It is possi-
ble that an ingredient is present to
form this substance, and with the
(Continued on Page 29)
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Merrily We'll Roll Along
AUTOMOBILE designers have of-ten said that the war is the best
thing that could have happened to
the automotive industry. With the
present cars wearing out as usual
but no replacements in sight, by the
end of the war the American public
will need large quantities of cheap
cars. Since the average family wants
much more in a car than they now
get or pay for, the post-war car will
please even the most economical.
The new automobiles will be low,
racy, and of every color of the rain-
bow. Besides appealing to the eye,
they will be also as easy on the
pocketbook. The motoring public will
get much more than its fondest
dreams.
Let's take a look at our car of
1950. In the first place, the different
makes of automobiles will not all
look the same as do the cars now.
Each and every company has a staff
of designers with their own ideas and
having the money and permission to
carry them out. The planning of the
factories for the new designs will be
easy, for the one factor holding back
the development of the rear engine
car was the excessively high cost of
retooling. The American public has
— By WILLIAM H. PLENGE, sophomore, e.e.
The new automobile is gone but
not forgotten. Mr. Plenge's article
gives us a preview of the post-war
car as many auto designers believe
it will be. The design described is a
radical change from present cars,
but the improvements suggested are
all logical and useful.
long been buying a definitely inferior
car because of this initial cost.
The post-war car will in all prob-
abilities be of laminated plastic
sheets, on a tubular frame. A recent
development in the airplane indus-
try has been the process of welding
plastics and plywood to aluminum,
and it will be in this manner that
the body will be put together. The
body will be of tear-drop design with
the engine in the rear. This will obey
the streamlining law that the mass
of a body must be in the front with
the rear tapering off in order to
achieve the greatest efficiency and
speed.
With the removal of the engine to
the rear, the driver will be left with
little or no protection at all in case
of a collision. To relieve the mental
strain on the driver, heavy sections
will be used on the nose of the
vehicle in addition to stronger bump-
ers, but the sight of the ground zip-
Cuts Courtesy of lowa Engineer
A future design that carries many of the body lines of the present models.
ping by directly underneath will tend
to make the driver reduce his speed.
The construction of the new cars will
make turning over seem like run-
ning over a curb in our present auto-
mobile. This driver-in-front construc-
tion will also render the car safer
since around our present cars there
are 1000 square feet of blind spots
while the driver of the post-war
automobile will be able to see the
road only two feet from him.
The roof will be of either entirely
transparent plastic or the translucent
plastic and will be insulated against
the heat of summer as well as the
cold of winter. Some cars will feature
sliding tops like the present specially
built sky-view taxi-cabs, while the
convertible of today with its danger-
ously fragile fabric top will disap-
pear entirely. Clear plastic tops will
enable the post-war joy driver to get
his regular suntan while driving
since plastic permits the passage of
ultra-violet rays.
Our car will be airconditioned in
summer as well as in winter elim-
inating the conventional rolling win-
dows and introducing doors that
slide instead of swing on hinges.
Fenders will disappear entirely thus
giving as much as 25% more pass-
enger room than our present cars.
Pioneered by Ford, parts of the ex-
terior body will be made in small,
easily replaced sections while the
tubular framework will be one-piece
welded design. New springing sys-
tems, along with an already patented
design for a tire that regulates tire
pressure according to temperature,
load and road conditions, will make
it possible for passengers to read and
write without any discomfort. It has
been suggested that an inner shell
be suspended inside the frame like
radio studios are suspended to lessen
noise and vibration.
Plastic will reach its colorful
height in our future cars. It has been
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tested and proven that plastic molded
in cylindrical shapes shows no ap-
preciable distortion as may be ex-
pected enabling the use of a curved
plastic windshield. Windows and
windshields will be doubled like
storm windows eliminating wipers
and defrosters in addition to giving
greater protection and warmth to the
riders.
Automobile dealers of tomorrow
will be able to present a bewildering
array of colors for the buyer to
choose from. The color of the auto
may be molded right into the plastic
which can be produced as a trans-
parent, translucent or opaque ac-
cording to the taste of the new own-
er. There will be no fear of rusting
and the tiresome job of waxing can
be forgotten.
The use of plastics will enable the
manufacturers to build a better car
at lower cost. Henry Ford has al-
ready built an experimental car of
Ford plastic made from Ford grown
soy beans. The use of plastic reduces
the stamping operations needed to
turn out a rear deck section from
seven to two; reduces the overall
weight from twenty-six pounds to
fifteen and will take the blow of an
axe while the steel stamping will not.
Plastic weighs 40 % as much as
aluminum which weighs only a third
as much as steel.
General Motors may cling to metal,
using light-gauge steel or aluminum
sheeting for body sections, however
the extreme lightness of plastic may
DECEMBER, 1942
A small inexpen-
sive car that may
flow from the pro-
duction lines that are
now manufacturing
Jeeps.
bring unexpected economy in opera-
tion. By reducing the weight of the
average car as much as 2000 pounds;
moving the engine to the rear to at-
tain better weight distribution and
traction on the rear wheels; using
100 octane gasoline made available
by the new super refineries and
super-engines, the post war motorist
will be able to speed along at 100
miles per hour but yet still getting
from thirty to thirty-five miles to
each gallon.
Perhaps the greatest change in our
future cars will be the engines. In
terms of pounds per horsepower and
dollars per horsepower, our present
engines are extremely inefficient. In
1925 a motor cost 43 cents per pound
and $31.50 per horsepower; in 1940
a motor costs 26 cents per pound
and $9.10 per horsepower. Our fu-
ture engines built of aluminum and
magnesium alloys will weigh one
hundred pounds, develop 100 horse-
power and cost approximately one
hundred dollars.
The present automobile engine
weighs five times as much per horse-
power as the present aviation engine
yet develops only one-half the power
per cubic inch displacement. The use
of aluminum and magnesium for en-
gines will reduce the overall weight
from 600 to 350 pounds and will elim-
inate the inefficient liquid-cooled
engine. The smaller engine will be
sealed in an airtight compartment
and cooled by fans. Air will be
(Continued on Page 31)
Low, sleek line will be featured in future car
design. Plastic tops will result in unlimited visi-
bility and more protection.
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Into The Wild Blue Yonder
IN the days before Pearl Harbor a
I cadet of the United States Army
Air Force was given the opportunity
to choose his desired field in aviation.
However, with the advent of war,
a faster and surer method of choos-
ing potential pilots, bombardiers,
and navigators was instituted in
order to supplement the increasing
demand for such trained men.
In order to become a fighting flier,
the candidate must first take a thor-
ough screening test and a 63 physical
exam. If he passes, he is then sent
to a classification center where he is
given a more rigorous physical ex-
amination and a psychology test
which determines his aeronautical
aptitudes—whether it be as a pilot,
bombardier, or navigator. This meth-
od of choosing the cadet has proved
highly successful since all men differ
in ability and temperament and the
correct placement of the candidates
eliminates practically all "mis-fits".
Completely impartial, the test places
the man at the job for which he is
best fitted. With the contemplation
of an air force of 300,000 pilots and
140,000 bombardiers and navigators,
this seems to be the answer for the
efficient selection of men for the
greatest air force in the world.
Inasmuch as the writer is in the
field of navigation we shall adhere
rather closely to that particular field
of the science--and it is a science—
of aviation.
Most of those reading this article
do not have very extensive knowl-
edge of the manner in which a pros-
pective navigator is trained so let us
follow a typical cadet as he trains
for this all-important phase of keep-
ing America flying.
To begin with, the raw recruit
spends a few rather discouraging
weeks at the classification center
probably living in a tent, digging
ditches, and yes, eating from the
proverbial mess-kit. To the cadet this
all seems hard and strange and far
-By CADET GEORGE W. MITCHELL, ex-'43
Cadet George Mitchell, ex-'43,
wrote this article for the ROSE
TECHNIC to give the students of
Rose an insight as to what they will
be up against when they enter the
armed forces, particularly the Air
Corps. Cadet Mitchell, who is being
trained as a navigator, describes the
life an Air Corps Cadet undergoes
from the period of his induction to
the time he receives his wings and
is commissioned a second lieutenant.
Cadet Mitchell played on the back-
field of the Rose football team and if
he is as good a navigator as he was
a football player—Tokyo here he
comes.
from the glorious picture of a beauti-
ful new bomber soaring off into the
sky, but it all is merely a part of the
army method of transporting the
cadet completely from civilian to
army life.
After what seems like an eternity
to the cadet he receives word that he
is being transferred to the pre-flight
school and in due time he arrives at
the pre-flight training school. Even
then he may still be bothered by hav-
ing time drag a little until he is
assigned to his classes. From then on
for the next nine weeks that cadet
knows no rest for if he is to success-
fully complete his course he must
pass all of the many gruelling courses
which are set out for him. His
courses consist of math, physics,
meterology, code, aircraft and naval
identification, organization of the
ground and air forces, chemical war-
fare, radio communications, maps,
and even a course in first aid. Of
these courses, math, physics and
meterology are the foremost worries
for navigator must know his weather.
He must be able to recognize and
avoid cumulus clouds, because cross-
currents inside the cloud can tear
his plane to pieces, he must know
how to make correct weather reports
over enemy territory, and on top of
all this he must keep himself in tip-
top physical condition by an hour of
physical training every day. An hour
of drill is also on the schedule for
each week day with a competitive
drill on Saturday afternoon. One
might think that this would be a
sufficiently full schedule for any
man, but along with the entire pro-
gram the cadet is taught continually
the fundamentals of becoming an
officer and a gentleman. A few "help-
ful" hours walking on the ramp on
Sunday may remind him of this last
very important point.
After receiving his certificate of
attainment, the cadet navigator
comes to the really important part
of his training in that he is assigned
and sent to one of Uncle Sam's many
advanced navigation schools. The
student may think at this time that
he is about to be put in a plane and
told to navigate it somewhere and
this will constitute his training but
not so in this man's air force! Once
again the cadet is sent to class and
this time he is taught the actual use
of the instruments which he will at
some later day be using to guide his
plane over some enemy objective—
perhaps some day it will be over
Tokyo. He must learn to use ac-
curately such instruments as the
radio compass, drift meter, computer,
sextant, and many others.
The navigator is taught four types
of navigation. First he is taught
pilotage which is navigation by the
recognition of landmarks. This type
of navigation is not successful when
visibility is poor or when the plane
is flying over the ocean or other
poorly marked terrain. Second is the
very important type of navigation
known as dead reckoning. In this
type the cadet is given his first real
test of his ability. He takes data
from his airspeed indicator, drift
meter, and chronometer, makes a
few calculations on his slide rule,
and from this plots his true course,
ground speed, and records his esti-
mated time of arrival. He is given
problems in ocean flights and inter-
ception. However, dead reckoning
also has its weak points. The navi-
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gator is confronted with numerous
calculations and an accumulation of
error may throw the plane off its
course as much as 400 or 500 miles.
In the third place the navigator must
resort to the highest form of naviga-
tion—the celestial navigation. The
cadet has the rather large problem
of learning the names and positions
of about 50 stars. His nights when
weather permits, are spent in inten-
sive study of the heavens and in time
the sky becomes almost like a sign-
post to a tourist—each star pointing
the way to a different place. In time
to come these same stars which the
cadet studies so laborious may mean
the difference between the life and
death of the entire crew of the plane.
No, the young cadet didn't know a
few short months ago that by taking
the sextant he can measure the
height above the horizon of a couple
of stars and by making a few calcula-
tions estimate his position on the
face of the globe within 5 or 6 miles.
By the time the cadet navigator
has studied all the types of naviga-
tion, he has flown several thousand
An Apticasion for Edecation
Sent to the editor of the Technic
Deer Curs,
I wood like to apply fore admiss-
hun too your skool. I herd frum a
man frum the Big City that you awl
really have a swell skool up thear
in Terry Hoat.
I was the most smartest guy
(valetdictionarian as they say in the
Big City Hy Skool) in my grauating
class frum Distillery, Ky., Hy Skool.
I selected your skool because I
figure I am very enginearing minded.
My great grandaddy wasn't very
enginearing minded—he was scalped.
This summer I maid a homemaid
mashine that maid hoarses (dead
ones) into glue. I always have an
easy time cealing these anvilopes be-
cause our deceased was a Kentucky
hoarse and they are used to getting
licked. I can't claim that the machine
makes the quality of the glue so
sticky cause some credit has to go
miles—in fact about 15,000 miles or
more in all. His flying class room is
in all probability a twin motored
AT-7. The cabin is equipped with 3
desks at which the cadet plots his
course. All of the navigation instru-
ments are at his side and within easy
reach or sight. He spends many hours
of practice flights and after 15 weeks
he is ready for his final examination
which will be a trip of about 2000
or 3000 miles. On this flight he uses
all of the types of navigation he has
learned: pilotage, dead reckoning,
and celestial. Perhaps a dozen or
more planes make this final flight
and each plane is required to arrive
at a certain city at intervals of 3 or
4 minutes. This could just as well
be a bombing trip over Berlin and
it is strictly business to the air force.
With 24 weeks of intensive train-
ing over the cadet rejoicingly re-
ceives his wings and is commissioned
a second lieutenant in the air force.
Now an officer, he is ready for actual
combat duty. He is ready to apply his
knowledge towards the successful
conclusion of this great war. The real
to the hoarse and what it eats. (Ken-
tucky glue grass)
I figure my hy skool edukshun
will get me off to a good start at your
institootshun. I have had fore years
of math. As a freshmen I took One
Place Decimals. As a Sopmoor I took
Two Place Decimals. As a Junyore
I took Three Place Decimals. As a
Seenyore I had the choise of Four
Place Decimals or Inverted Frac-
tshuns. I signed Up fore Inverted
Fractshuns butt our math teecher
broke his mirrer and that left me
with only one alturnetive. Four Place
Decimals. I took fore yeers of Eng-
lish but I still can't write very well
do to my southern drool as you awl
have alreddy noticed. I took some
other coarses that were equally as
ruff and got good graids in awl.
The man that told me about your
skool helped berry one of my
brothers who fell in my glue ma-
chine. He dug the whole they berried
him in and was really a good Civil
tests will be had when he is guiding
his plane over Berlin or Tokyo amid
a hail of machine gun bullets for de-
spite the failure of a motor, or any-
thing short of actual disintegration
of the plane in mid air the navigator
must go on with his duties of ac-
curately guiding his plane to its ob-
jective and then home again.
Perhaps the air men never return
but if the navigator has plotted a
true course, the pilot has skillfully
followed his instructions, and the
bombardier has successfully hit the
target, their mission has been a suc-
cessful one. Pilot, bombardier, navi-
gator, and gunner—all are important
to a successful mission. No one of
us must fail in his job. No 70 (/; , no
90 % , but every one must be pure
100 % on the job all the time.
So, as a proud member of the
greatest air force of the greatest
country on earth, I want to tell each
and every one of you back home that
we're all ready for a trip into the
wild blue yonder and into the land
of the rising sun!
enginear. He said something about
Physicks butt our backhouse is too
far frum the house to ever use them.
We're tidy at home. He told me that
I smelt like I would make a good
Chemikal enginear (Even my best
friends won't smell me) . He told me
I shood take Electrical tho and be
among fellows moor like myself. He
told me that me and Mechanikal
enginearing wood get along okay
cause it's simple too.
Please send some information
about yore skool cause I don't reckun
I'll see the man frum the city again
cause our mule broke the glue
mashine when she fell in. She always
was a stubborn ass and when my
mashine got thru with her she was
nothing butt a stubb. (Her orn must
have glued up the works) .
Cincelery Yorn
Daniel P. Brew
alias E. James Hegarty
P.S.—Tell the Tore Baits I'm a
coming.
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Sliderule Etiquette
Do you feel slighted when people
pointedly refuse to eat in the same
room with you? Do you feel em-
barrassed when you are thrown out
of Joe's lunch for lapping the soup
off the floor? Well, don't be. You are
an engineer, my friend, an engineer
and an individualist. You have the
constitutional right to eat any way
you please. Exercise the right. It was
by bold uprisings against restrictions
that made our country such a noble
place in which to live.
You freshman engineers who still
retain some shreds of decadent
politeness must get rid of them at
once. Remember that simply wear-
ing a slipstick and having the ability
to pick snipes out of the gutter with
your toes does not necessarily make
you an engineer. Drop these vile and
sissified social graces. Step out with
the bold free attitude of a true engi-
neer. Do you wear shoes? For shame!
No one with the slightest touch of
the engineer spirit would stoop so
Lifted from The Minnesota Technolog
By RICHARD O. DRISKELL, senior, m.e.
low. Burlap sacking for cold weather
perhaps, but never shoe leather.
Have you taken a bath lately—say,
in last year or two? If so go down
to the M. E. lab and roll in the grease
before you attempt to force your
society upon real engineers. Have
you gutted an Arts student recently?
Why not? There are plenty of them
running around in spite of our efforts
to keep their number down. This
article is merely intended to sound
a word of warning, but one of these
days you are liable to be stopped by
a hairy senior who has at least three
inches of respectable dirt all over
him and who will demand to see the
bloodstains on your sliderule. Then
what will you do? The weak excuse
that you are new will not serve, be-
cause for one who is truly an engi-
neer at heart, the slaying of Arts
students comes naturally.
And there are many other things
you must watch if you wish to be-
come a social success. How do you
like your meat?
Raw? Well, so does
everybody else, so
when two or three
flgineers are gath-
ered together,
don't try to hog it
all. When you visit
a fellow engineer
in his cave, go easy
on the rubbing al-
cohol. The stuff is
rather expensive
even when you
buy it by the
barrel, and if you
have just dropped
in for a friendly
belch or two, you
should limit your-
self absolutely to a
couple of gallons.
At big social
events, such as the
Sophomore Party, the supply is un-
limited. Don't, however, wallow in
the trough as such action muddies
the liquid to such a degree that fel-
low engineers on both sides of you
have trouble in swallowing. This is
only a method of self protection, as
the engineer beside you may be one
who wallows himself, and he will
hold back when he sees the dainty
manner in which you refrain from
fouling the drink.
Of course, the most important
things with which the engineer oc-
cupies himself is women. Here polite-
ness is the custom. A well mannered
engineer will always whistle first to
give one a running start. After that,
of course, there are no restrictions.
It is, naturally, not sporting to hook
onto a woman that another engineer
has flushed. Some times the tempta-
tion is too strong, however, and for
such exigencies the rule has been
made that if she passes within ten
feet of you it is perfectly legal to
make a try.
You are licked once you let them
get away from you, but any normally
fleetfooted engineer can snare a
couple per week anyhow. There is
only one other point of importance
that comes up in connection with
women. If any two engineers get
their hands on one at the same time,
don't let it be an occasion for bad
blood. Let her go. She'll think it is
safe to go past the haunts of engi-
neers at any time and come back
later. Then you will be able to have
her all to yourself. This system is
particularly recommended f o r
queens, since the rest will come
back anyhow.
So carry on engineers and continue
to set the course for the well trained
and educated to follow. Some day
the rest of the world will beat a path
to your door so that they too can be-
come men.
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Book Shop Financial Statement
On November 30 the Board of
Managers of the Rose Cooperative
Association met for the first time
since the end of the first year of
operating the Polytechnic Book Shop
on the present basis. At this meeting
it was decided that a financial state-
ment covering last year's business
be published for the information of
the members.
This statement shows a net profit
of $1,437.70 during this first year;
however, $1,069.79 of this profit was
made during the first half of the year
and the remainder during the second
half, the gross sales during these two
periods were $11,465.28 and $6,681.68
respectively. This demonstrates that
the percentage of profit was cut by
about 50 % during the second half of
the year.
At the present time it is fortunate
that we do have sufficient capital to
hold our inventories and buy mate-
rials of a critical nature in quantity
when available, thus taking advan-
tage of the prices usually quoted on
quantity purchases. This practice is
reflected in the statement of Com-
parative Inventories. The investment
of available funds in this manner has
already resulted in considerable sav-
ings to the individual members.
The problem of the disposition of
profits sometime in the future after
the present indebtedness has been
liquidated and it is no longer neces-
sary to maintain the present rather
high inventory was discussed at this
meeting of the Board. It was sug-
gested (and shelved for future con-
sideration) that, since it would be
very difficunit to work out a plan
for the equitable distribution of
profits to members, part of the profits
be used to improve the shop facilities
and the remainder be used to dec-
orate and furnish a new student
lounge.
Since the books had not been
closed for the end of the month only
an approximate statement of the
financial condition of the Polytechnic
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ROSE COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION
THE POLYTECHNIC BOOK SHOP
EARNINGS STATEMENT 6-13-41 to 5-31-42
Gross Sales 
Purchase of original stock inventory 
Subsequent stock purchase
Less Inventory of 5-31-42 
Cost of Goods Sold 
Gross Profit 
Expenses:
Salaries 
Fixtures, depreciation and other 
$ 1,081.10
17,716.43
$ 18,146.96
18,797.53
$ 3,543.05
$ 743.00
711.78
$ 15,254.48
$ 2,892.48
$ 1,454.78
Net Profit $ 1,437.70
BALANCE SHEET May 31, 1942
Assets
Inventory-5-31-42:
Stock $3,543.05
Fixtures 263.56
Accounts Receivable 119.69
$ 3,926.30
Cash on hand-5-31-42 326.94
$ 4,253.24
Liabilities
Loans from R. P. I. $ 2,000.00
Membership Dues 236.75
Accounts Payable 578.79
Interest Accrued on Loans 59.89
Surplus 1,377.81
$ 4,253.24
COMPARATIVE INVENTORIES
(Fixtures included)
June 10, 1941 $ 1.341.92 (original purchase)
December 31, 1941  2,895.74
May 31, 1942  3,926.30
Book Shop was available at the mo-
ment of the meeting. This indicated
that the Cash On Hand and Accounts
Receivable exceeded the Accounts
Payable by about $280, the Accounts
Receivable stand at about 14% of
the total liquid assets.
John M. Phelps, Manager
Board of Managers: W. R. Knip-
tash, '44; F. L. Kolb, '43; B. H. Pine;
D. B. Prentice; R. L. Voges, '45; C.
Wischmeyer.
Merry Christmas
Washington, (ACP)
Telephone lines to the Washington
Office of Defense Transportation are
glutted with calls from students who
ask whether there will be a govern-
ment order limiting their holiday
travel.
The answer is, "No." You'll get
home for vacation all right, assuming
you aren't smothered by competition
for fares.
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Research and Development
Printing With Plastics
An important new printing de-
velopment that aids in the conserva-
tion of urgently needed strategic
metals is a thermoplastic material
and process for the making of plastic
duplicate printing plates. These
plates may be used to replace elec-
trotypes and stereotypes in many
printing applications, thereby con-
serving strategic metals such as cop-
per, zinc, tin, antimony, and lead—
all subject to present or prospective
shortage.
While this particular development
is relatively new, its origin dates
back 31 years and is the result of
continued research and development
in applying plastics to the printing
industry.
There are two steps in making
duplicate printing plates. First, it is
necessary to have a matrix made
from the original photo-engraving,
zinc etching, or form of type matter
to be produce& Secondly, the plastic
printing plate is molded in the
matrix. •
The matrix material, known as
Bakelite matrix sheet is supplied in
sheet form and is a thermosetting
type, that is, it becomes permanently
hard on setting. The original metal
_ Edited by ROBERT W. HODGERS, senior, e.e.
Courtesy Bakelite Review
Preparation of the plastic plate used in printing.
pattern is placed in the press and
covered with a sheet of the appro-
priate matrix material. The molding
press is operated at 300° F. Light
pressure is applied for a few seconds
until the resin in the matrix sheet
has softened. The pressure is then
increased and the metal pattern
pressed into the matrix sheet. The
press is held in close position for
about 10 minutes, during which time
The hydraulic press used to mold and polymerize
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Courtesy Bakelite Review
the plastic plates.
the rosin polymerizes or "sets", fix-
ing the negative impression of the
original pattern in a smooth, hard
matrix surface. The matrix itself may
be used many times and can be
stored indefinitely without deteriora-
tion.
The plate material is supplied in
sheet, powder, and granular form.
Softens readily when heated and be-
comes hard and tough when cool.
Unlike the matrix material, it is
thermoplastic and can be resoftened
by reheating. The matrix face is first
coated with lubricant, and the as-
sembly of the matrix and molding
powder is placed in a press and cov-
ered with an insulating panel, the
press is then closed to firm contact
and held in position for three min-
utes at a temperature exactly 260' F.
After the material is thoroughly soft-
ened a pressure of 1200 psi is ap-
plied, forcing the plastic into the
cavities of the matrix.
After the plate is formed, the en-
tire assembly is transferred to a
chilling press where a light pressure
is applied for one minute. The plate
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is now removed from the matrix, and
trimmed, and either beveled for a
patent base, or nailed to a wooden
block.
The hardness and durability of the
printing surface permits runs com-
parable with the number of impres-
sions obtainable from the average
copper electrotype. Runs of 75,000 to
100,000 have been achieved, and
there are indications that runs as
high as 300,000 to 400,000 can be ob-
tained under ideal printing condi-
tions.
Since the finished plate, 1/16 of an
inch thick, weighs only 1/8 as much
as a conventional electrotype or
stereotype plate of the same area, the
plastic printing plates can be handled
and stored much more economically
and conveniently than metal plates.
This lightness in weight is also a
distinct advantage from the stand-
point of reduced shipping costs. They
are also non-corrosive, thus reducing
loss from storage.
Due to the fact that the printing
plate material is thermoplastic and
of such light weight, they can be
softened and curved for use on
rotary presses at high speed.
Army's Mobile
Maintenance Units
Knowing that victory depends to a
great extent on maintenance of
equipment, the United States Army
has established rolling repair shops
which follow close behind the firing
lines, ready and equipped to repair
all types of weapons. Of the many
types of military vehicles which 29
automotive companies are producing
for the armed forces, probably none
is more important than the units
that go into these battalions.
Each maintenance battalion con-
sists of 30 vehicles, ranging from
motorcycles to huge 36,000 pound
trucks. Equipped with vast supplies
of tools and replacement parts, the
battalion is capable of repairing more
than 90 per cent of an armored
division's small arms and mechanized
equipment.
Equal in equipment to first-class
garages is the unit that is devoted to
automotive repair. Included among
its equipment is a portable gasoline
generator, which can be carried any-
where for battery charging. If a
minor breakdown has put a vehicle
out of action, a small repair kit can
be rushed by motorcycle to the
scene.
Compact while in motion, these
mobile repair shops are quickly
readied for work in the field by the
operation of a hydraulic pump which
opens the sides and elevates the roof.
Hundreds of replacement parts are
carried in steel drawers under the
work benches.
In addition to the automotive re-
pair unit, each battalion's equipment
includes a machine shop, complete
with power-driven machine tools;
a wrecking truck, equipped with
a crane for pulling tanks or
trucks out of ditches of mud; a small
arms truck, containing tools and
parts for reconditioning rifles, pistols
and other small bore weapons; and
a mobile welding shop, supplied with
armor plate and welding equipment
for patching damaged armor in tanks
or trucks.
Helium Finds A New Job
Aluminum seems to be too heavy
for the modern war plane and prob-
ably the best-known way of reduc-
ing the weight of airplanes is by the
use of the exceedingly light metal
magnesium. Construction with mag-
nesium, however, presents a very
difficult problem. This metal, under
the heat of the welding torch, will
take fire and thus destroy its value.
Northrop Aircraft, Incorporated, in
two years of development has suc-
ceeded in overcoming this obstacle.
The gas, helium, now used in air-
ships, is used to form a protective
shield around the magnesium. This
new process, called Heliarc welding,
employs an electric torch of uncon-
ventional design. A duct within the
electric cable carries the helium gas
to the tool. The gas is supplied to
a tungsten electrode. This operation
is controlled by a push button. The
magnesium metal is made part of
the circuit and becomes the other
electrode.
After turning on the helium, the
operator touches the magnesium with
the tungsten electrode in order to
strike an arc. The weld is built up
by means of a filler rod of mag-
nesium which is fed into the cloud of
helium gas at the arc. Heat accumu-
lation is prevented by the superior
thermal qualities of helium. Further-
more, no flux needs to be used.
The Heliarc process is also given
other jobs such as welding magne-
sium to stainless steel. Before this
new process was developed, stainless
steel could only be welded in com-
paratively thick sections by the use
of atomic hydrogen. Heliarc can suc-
Courtesy of Automotive War Production
A U. S. Army mobile maintenance unit opened for work.
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cessfully weld sections less than one
hundredth of an inch thick. These
welds have been shown to have great
tensile strength. Helium has found
another important job in the progress
of America.
Microfilm
Since the concentrated war effort
calls for maximum efficiency, unnec-
essary use of valuable space must be
avoided. Microfilm is the solution to
a problem which has worried the
efficiency experts for years. The
thirty tons of blueprints necessary
for the construction of a battleship
can be photographed with accurate
precision on microfilm. Approximate_
ly 9000 drawings, 6 inches by 8 inch-
es, were reproduced on microfilm for
a manufacturing concern so that the
entire group could be placed in a
small safe-deposit box. Another com-
pany was confronted with the prob-
lem of limited drafting-room space.
For example, 1500 square feet housed
over 400,000 drawings. After these
were microfilmed it was possible to
place them in two drawers of an
ordinary letter file. Approximately
97 percent of the room originally
occupied was free for drawing pur-
poses.
Microfilm's secret lies in the ultra-
fine-grain emulsion, which accounts
for its high resolving power—that is,
the ability to register fine details.
Drawings recorded on microfilm can
be reduced to 1/900th of the original
area, then enlarged and interpreted
with little loss of legibility. Files and
records which occupy roughly 25
From the original
8 paint type
Reduced 20 times
(1/400th original
area) and enlarged
percent of the total
space of Federal
buildings could be
reduced on micro-
film to within 3 per-
cent of the amount
of space originally
required.
Although micr o-
film has ben closely
connected with war
industries, it is used
extensively by the
Library of Congress,
the British Museum,
Brown University,
the Frick Museum in
New York, and the
New England Con-
servatory of Music where music
manuscripts are projected for class-
room use.
Microfilm's origin dates back to
the year 1870. At that time a French
photographer named Dagron devised
a scheme to reproduce films in minia-
ture and made use of this idea in the
Franco-Prussian War.
Today microfilm is used extensive-
ly by the Army and Navy to trans-
mit military secrets. Microfilm has
been greatly improved largely
through the efforts of the Du Pont
Company of Wilmington, Delaware.
Lightning Can
Be Measured
Through the combined efforts of
Dr. Karl B. McEachron, General
Electric research engineer and his
associate, J. H. Hagenguth, it is now
possible to measure lightning. In-
spiring their research was an 18-inch
Imi"cro-pho'to-graph, n. i. A microscopic photoobject, as a writing, picture, etc. 2. See PHOTmi"cro-pho'to-gram I ,— mi"-cro-pho"to-graphcro-pho-tog'ra-phy, n. The art or process of pro
mi"cro-pholo-graph. n. 1. A microscopic photo
object, as a writing, picture, etc. 2. See. Nun
mi"cro-pholo-gram . mi"-cro-pho"to-graph
cro-pho-tog'ra-phy. n. The art or process of prof
mi"cro-pholo-graph. n I A microscopic photo
Reduced 30 times
(1/900th original
area) and enlarged
Inn
object as a writing, picture, etc 2. See PHOT
mi"cro-pholo-gram mi"-cro-pho to-graph
cro-pho-tog'ra-phy. n The art or process of prof
Courtesy of DuPont Magazine
Enlargements made from microfilms of type showing its
remarkable ability to carry detail.
Courtesy General Electric
Lightning can now be measured by the hole it
burns in a copper sphere.
nickel-plated copper sphere topping
for seven years the 878-foot trans-
mitting antenna tower of Station
WSM in Nashville. During this time
lightning had punctured the sphere
with 150 holes, the largest of which
was 0.9 inch in diameter.
Dr. McEachron's research consist-
ed of an inexhaustive study of the
behavior of lightning followed by a
comparison with relative effects of
man-made lightning.
Lightning produces two effects:
explosions and fire. Explosion occurs
when the current of the stroke as-
cends to a maximum value of thou-
sands, even hundred thousands, of
amperes in a few millionths of a
second only to decay to half this
value in as little as 40 millionths
of a second. Following this sud-
den surge and decline of current,
the current decays to approximately
200 to 300 amperes lasting perhaps
as long as 1.5 seconds, possibly no
longer than 0.3 seconds. It is this
lasting effect which causes burning.
The holes in the antenna sphere, it
was discovered, were caused, not by
the initial surge of lightning, but by
the burning characteristics of the re-
mainder of the bolt, specifically the
quantity. The measure of quantity of
electricity is the coulomb, or ampere-
second. Thus it can be seen that the
greater portion of the bolt flowed
when the current was low and the
time long and which may be 200
coulombs or greater.
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A system of generators was con-
trived such that artificial lightning
was generated with as much similar-
ity to natural lightning as possible.
Holes were burned in nickel-plated
copper with a known current, from
50 to 600 amps, simulating the action
of natural lightning. From this data
a formula was derived from which
the quantity of electricity making a
certain size hole could be estimated.
Dr. McEachron indicated that the 0.9
inch diameter hole in the WSM
sphere was made by about 240
coulombs.
Small Damper
Prevents Oscillations
The proper functioning of a system
of machines is dependent, not only
upon the performance of the individ-
ual components, but also upon the
correlated performance of the sev-
eral components as a unit. A good
example of such an assembly is the
fan system ventilating two Pennsyl-
vania Turnpike tunnels. Although
each of the individual parts—the
two-speed driving motors, reduction
gears, and fans—has performed cor-
rectly in other installations, in com-
bination, they developed torsional
oscillations during a portion of the
accelerating period, thereby causing
shaft oscillations and objectionable
noise.
To obtain three running speeds,
each fan was driven, through a re-
duction gear, by two motors. One,
rated at 40 hp, drives the fan at 1175
rpm and the other, of 5.5/0.9 hp,
provides speeds of 580 and 290 rpm.
During acceleration by the larger
motor, oscillations developed at ap-
proximately 750 rpm increased in
amplitude and reached a maximum
at 900 rpm and then decreased and
vanished at about 1000 rpm. At
speeds below 750 rpm and above
1000, operation was normal, the drive
being quiet and free from oscillations
upon attaining rated operating speed.
Likewise when the fan was driven
by the smaller motor, although some
installations were free from oscilla-
tions at slow speeds.
Analytical studies and torsiograph
tests by research engineers disclosed
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that these oscillations resulted from
insufficient dampening. Because of
the large inertia of the fan—about
ninety times that of the driving
motor—the accelerating period was
long, about one minute. With a given
tendency to oscillate, the amplitude
of the oscillation was allowed oppor-
tunity to develop as the natural
period of the machine was reached,
because of the relatively long period
of acceleration.
The damper developed to prevent
the oscillations consists principally of
two parts. The outer case is keyed
to the motor shaft, which extends
through it. The inner part, a mass
free to oscillate, is a disc from which
two segments are cut away to form
oil chambers. Four springs tune the
damper to approximately the natural
frequency of the whole system. When
torsional oscillations develop in the
shaft, the oil is forced from one
chamber to the other through narrow
orifices in the disc. This absorbs
enough energy to prevent shaft
oscillation from increasing in magni-
tude.
Unionmelt Welding
The Unionmelt process differs ma-
terially from the familiar arc and
resistance-welding procedures. Al-
though weld metal is transferred
from a welding rod to the parent
metal as in arc welding, there is no
visible ar c.
Whereas in or-
dina ry resist-
ance welding
heat is devel-
oped by current
flowing through
the members to
be joined, in
Unionmelt the
heat is devel-
oped by current
flowing through
the electrical re-
sistance of the
parent metal,
the weld rod,
and a third sub-
stance, Union-
melt from which
the process gets
its name.
The crux of this process lies in its
use of the glass-like crystalline com-
pound as a blanket for the welding
operation. These granules are a non-
conductor of electricity when cold
but are a high resistance conductor
when molten. The welding action is
usually started with a steel wool
"starting fuse." At the start of the
weld, a pad of steel wool is placed
between the rod and the seam to be
welded and the whole arrangement is
covered with the compound. High
currents melt the steel wool and a
portion of the Unionmelt crystals.
Upon being melted, this high resist-
ance blanket aids in the generation
of sufficient heat, through the flow-
ing heavy currents, to melt the rod
and the parent metal on both sides
of the seam, forming an unusually
fluid weld "puddle." The excellence
of this type of weld is partly depend-
ent upon the degree of fluidity of
the weld point. Through the turbu-
lence of the molten parent and rod
metal, there is complete admixture
of the two in the proportions of about
1.7 to 1, representing a distinct
economy in welding rod material.
There are numerous industrial ap-
plications, such as continuous weld-
ing of large pipes, and Unionmelt
welding is generally thought of as
confined to mechanized, repetitive
operations of considerable bulk.
Courtesy Westinghouse Engineer
The disc-like device placed between motor and shaft coupling
is the damper that inhibits oscillation during acceleration.
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EGGS...ON TOAST OR
Allis-Chalmers Equipment Helps
Produce Food for the Nation and
Bombs to Blast the Axis!
LTENs' EGGS—BOMBERS' Ecos...both are
n. needed for Victory. And both are sym-
bols of Allis-Chalmers all-out participation
in the Nation's war effort !
From Allis-Chalmers plants come more
than 1,600 different capital goods products...
— Tractors and other farm equipment which
help feed the U.S.A. and the United Nations!
— Itl ining equipment, electrical equipment,
pumps, turbines, drives...the greatest variety of
machinery in the world to help manufacture
.11.11111.4
:saw"
bombs, bullets, guns, tanks, planes, ships I
Backing up the men and women working for
Victory in our plants are Allis-Chalmers en-
gineers in the field. They are helping manu-
facturers produce more—not just with new
machines, but with machines now on hand!
Allis-Chalmers past experience is vital to
the Nation now. Its present experience will
be invaluable after the war to help produce
more and better peacetime goods for everyone !
ALLIS-CHALMERS MFG. CO., MILWAUICEE , WIS.
ALLIS-CIF
OFFERS EVERY MANUFACTURER EQUIPMENT AND ENGINEERINC
ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT
STEAM AND
HYDRAULIC TURBINES
MOTORS & TEXROPE
V-BELT DRIVES
BLOWERS AND
COMPRESSORS
ENGINES AND
CONDENSERS
/ TOKYO!
A-C Plants are
casting and fin-
ishing industrial
machinery at a
record rate!
s-Chalmers tractors and grad-
equipment are helping build
itary roads and airports.
A-C Equipment helps produce both steel
and explosive charge for demolition bombs
like the one here.
VICTORY NEWS
Rosiclare,111.-91 Allis-Chalmers motors
constitute the major portion of a connected
load of close to 1,000 hp driving the new
fluorspar mill of the Mahoning Mining
Company here.
The efficient layout of flexible motors
and drives is largely responsible for the
plant's record production of high-grade
fluorspar zinc-lead ore. Throughout the
mill, the Allis-Chalmers motors operate
dump hoppers, flotation cells, vibrators,
kilns, pumps and many other machines.
"We're Buying and Building," an A-C
workman tells MGM bond rally starlets,
as he machines a Navy propeller shalt.
Milwaukee, Wis.—The " feed-back"
system, which utilizes 85% of the enor-
mous power expended in breaking in air-
craft engines on t,est stands, has been
adopted by Buick in its new plant in a
mid-western city.
The new engines are connected by flex-
ible shaft couplings to water-cooled mag-
netic couplings, which transmit power to
1200 kva synchronous generators.
Allis-Chalmers alternating current units
are at work here. They not only help to
crank the new engines, but they also oper-
ate as current absorption-type dynamo-
meters—receiving power from the aircraft
engine, turning it into electrical energy
and feeding it back into the line. This test
set-up provides a high percentage of the
power required by this company's manu-
facturing operations.
FOR VICTORY
Buy United States War Bonds
c\ WE WORK FOR (-WE PLAN FORVICTORY PEACE
eto, c ;,•;„,,S-
ATION TO HELP INCREASE PRODUCTION IN THESE FIELDS... /441
UR AND SAW
L EQUIPMENT
CHEMICAi PROCESS
EQUIPMENT
CRUSHING, CEMENT &
MINING MACHINERY
,
BOILER FEED
WATER SERVICE
t 401 • Witt •
II WO+
POWER FARMING
MACHINERY
INDUSTRIAL TRACTORS
& ROAD MACHINERY
Military Ball
The annual Military Ball has
passed and it may prove to be the
last Rose Military Ball that many of
the Rose men shall attend. To the
seniors graduating in February and
to those men in the Reserves who
may be called at that time Rose
dances will only be a memory. The
R. O. T. C. as it is now known may
not exist in 1943. This would elim-
inate any activities sponsored by ad-
vanced military students such as the
Military Ball.
The 1942 Military Ball has proved
to be one of the most successful
dances that has been sponsored by
Rose students in many years. This
dance is not only important to men
of Rose but is probably the finest
dance given around Terre Haute
during the social season. It attracts
Campus
Survey
Edited by CHARLES W. NEWLIN,
sophomore, c.e.
music lovers, young and old. All
have agreed that the music this year
furnished by Bob Strong and his
orchestra has lived up to the tradi-
tions set by Military Balls of the
past. Bob Strong and his orchestra
have made themselves famous
through the medium of radio and
have played for many of the large
college proms throughout the mid-
west.
Preceding the dance the advanced
military students and their dates en-
joyed a banquet in the Wabash Room
of the Terre Haute House.
The following members of the ad-
vanced R. O. T. C. were in charge
of the various committees: Jack
Warrick, tickets and finance; Warren
Rombough, place; Ralph Brown, in-
vitations; John Newlin, publicity;
Michael Percopo, banquet; Richard
The Military Ball.
Driskell, orchestra. Chaperons were
Miss Gilbert, Prof. and Mrs. McLean,
and Prof. and Mrs. Wischmeyer.
Call To Arms
The last of November, 1942, was
one of the most eventful periods in
the life of the average Rose student.
It was during this time that the final
lowering of the draft age to eighteen,
came through. With this new law,
the future of our college careers, or
at least, the hope of obtaining a de-
gree, simmered down to a hope that
we would be in school by March,
1943. The possibility of completing
four school years before going into
active service is now remote. In-
stead we will have to make the best
of as many days as we are allowed
to stay here.
The present plan is as follows:
1. To induct into the service at
the end of this term all Enlisted Re-
serves, advanced R. O. T. C.'s, and
civilian students who have reached
draft age by that time.
2. To select a limited number of
these to return to school.
3. To allow these selected stu-
dents to pursue their course of in-
struction as before and for such a
time to be decided upon by the War
Department at a later date.
A plan has been suggested by a
faculty member that all students in
this particular college will be induct-
ed at the end of this term but will
return to Rose to continue their
preparation for obtaining a degree.
How long they will be allowed to
stay, no one knows. All men will be
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uniformed, paid, and will be allowed
certain other subsistences. It might
be necessary to construct barracks
on the campus to house all those
affected by this plan. This program,
too, is only "rumored"; as yet noth-
ing definite has been announced.
No one can in times like these,
authoritatively predict the future
status of Rose. However, we can
safely say that some plan is in the
making. Here's hoping we'll know
what's what within a few weeks.
A.S.C.E. Convention
Several members
of the American
Society of Civil En-
gineers at Rose jour-
neyed to the Univer-
sity of Illinois, No-
vember 13-14, to attend the conven-
tion of the A. S. C. E. in the Midwest
Conference. James Torr, Richard
Milholland, Donald Lo, Charles New-
lin, Wallover Nellis, Bob Somers,
Leroy Lowdermilk, and John White
made the trip.
All the members of the various
colleges and universities gathered
together in the engineering building
the first day to register and arrange
for accommodations during their
brief stay. Those who did not stay
in fraternity houses were found lodg-
ing by the members of the Illinois
chapter of the A. S. C. E. Various
speeches by renowned civil engineers
of the country filled the program
Friday. A banquet and tea dance
were held that night.
Saturday morning and part of the
afternoon was occupied by speeches
on highway, sanitary engineering,
and airports. The group then visited
the testing laboratories where they
saw a huge testing machine standing
three stories tall which is used to
determine the strength of various
construction members. It is capable
of applying a force of 3,000,000
pounds.
Saturday night a dance was held
in the ballroom of the Illini Union
Building. Dates were furnished for
those members who had not already
made arrangements.
AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF
CIVIL
ENGINEERS
FOUNDED
1852
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Rifle Club
With the current rifle season well
under way, the Rose rifle team has
thus far done its share in winning
laurels for the Rose and White. The
matches in which Rose has partici-
pated in the Wabash Valley Rifle
League have all proved to be very
successful ones, with the team finish-
ing on top on several occasions. Much
credit for the fine results of this
season can be traced to a freshman,
Charles Haupt, who has proven him_
self to be as proficient with firearms
as the upperclass members of the
team. Others sharing team honors
are Driskell, March, Ker, Metz,
Buckalter, Jones, Richardson, and
Kopan. Since all members of this
year's team are highly capable, it
has been possible to chalk up high
scores for every match.
Replacing Sergeant Kapeghian,
who has thus far done most of the
coaching, will be Pvt. Sisler, who has
but recently been sent to Rose to
assist in the military department.
Sergeant Kapeghian is being trans-
ferred from Rose to Ohio State
University.
A.I.Ch.E.
AMERICAN
INSTITUTE OF
CHEMICAL
ENGINEERS
The Student Chap-
ter of the American
Institute of Chemical
Engineers at Rose
held its seventh an-
nual meeting in the
Hoosier Room of the Deming Hotel,
Terre Haute, on Thursday, Novem-
ber 19. After a delicious steak supper
the past chairman, Richard Holthaus,
reviewed the activities of the chapter
and introduced the new officers. The
newly elected officers are Gordon
MacBeth, Chairman; William Knip-
tash, Vice-Chairman; Edgar Carpen-
ter, Secretary-Treasurer, and Paul
Kaplan, Sergeant-at-Arms. Doctor R.
K. Strong presented the charter to
the new chairman. The past officers
of the Rose Chapter were Richard
Holthaus, Chairman; William Soud-
riette, Vice-Chairman; Gordon Mac-
Beth, Secretary-Treasurer, and
David Helmick, Sergeant-at-Arms.
The guests present were K. H.
Hoover, Jerome Martin, George O.
Lines, F. M. Crawford, G. H. Morey,
Ralph L. Ericsson, E. F. Smith, G. G.
Hawley, G. W. McMillian, and Paul
W. Bachman. Dr. John White and
Mr. Harvey L. Comin, honorary
members of the Chapter of the
American Institute of Chemical En-
gineers were also present.
The speaker, Walter J. Murphy,
Editor of Chemical Industries, was
introduced by Dr. R. K. Strong. The
subject of his address was the "His-
tory of Merchandizing Chemicals."
Mr. Murphy reviewed the growth of
the chemical industry from the last
quarter of the nineteenth century to
(Continued on Page 26)
Cold Weather spells ice skating and hockey.
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R. S. Sage, '07.
R. S. Sage was named Engineer,
Mining Section, in General Electric's
Industrial Engineering Department
in October of this year it was an-
nounced today by J. D. Wright,
manager of that department. Mr.
Sage was born in Terre Haute, Ind.,
and was graduated in 1907 from
Rose Polytechnic Institute with a
B. S. degree in electrical engineer-
ing. He immediately joined General
Electric at Schenectady as a student
engineer on test work, and in 1910
was transferred to the D-C Motor
Engineering Department there.
Three years later Mr. Sage joined
the Power and Mining Engineering
Department, now called the Indus-
trial Engineering Department. For
several years he was affiliated with
the Mining Section.
Mr. Sage was transferred to the
Steel Mill Section in November, 1935,
and handled application engineering
problems of the steel industry. In
1940 he returned to the Mining Sec-
tion as an application engineer, the
position he held until recently.
The Grads Advance
'86
Herbert W. Foltz, M.E.,
writes that his office is
closed pending the return
of his son Captain Howard Foltz
Alumni News
— Edited by W. ALAN WINSLOW, junior, ch.e.
from overseas service with -the U. S.
Air Corps.
George Benson, E. E., is05 with the General Railway
Signal Company, Roches-
ter, New York.
H. L. Watson, M. E., upon his
graduation was connected with the
Allis Chalmers Manufacturing Com-
pany until 1913, when he was ap-
pointed sales manager of De Laval
Steam Turbine Company. He has
been for several years a director of
the company and in 1934 was elected
executive vice-president. Watson
now has been elected president of
the De Laval Company.
)0 8 Walter L. Uhl, C. E., is
senior materials engineer
for the War Production
Board, New York, New York.
The Army will consider applica-
tions for commissions of persons
possessing the qualifications indi-
cated below. Those interested
should contact the Indianapolis
Officer Procurement District, 416
Federal Building, Indianapolis, In-
diana:
Captain George H. Doane, AUS
Captain T. F. Carroll, AUS
Major Joseph G. Wood, ASC
Group 1
RADIO ENGINEERS
College graduates in electrical
or radio engineering, electrophysics
or equivalent, who have had two or
more years in the active practice
of some phase of radio or electrical
engineering.
Group 2
AIRCRAFT WARNING
OFFICERS
Personnel to be qualified for this
duty should possess a knowledge of
radio equivalent to that represented
by a college degree with major
work in radio or radio engineering
and a general knowledge of physics
and mathematics.
Group 3
CRYPTANALYTIC OFFICERS
Graduates of recognized crypto-
graphic colleges or professors of
physics, mathematics and chemis-
try in colleges and universities.
Must be trained by the Army.
Everett E. Black, E. E.,
president of E. E. Black,
Ltd., Honolulu, T. H., rep-
resented Rose at the inauguration of
Mr. Gregg M. Sinclair as president
of the University of Hawaii at Hono-
lulu, October 21, 1942.
Harold O. Wimsett, C. E., formerly
with R. B. Moore Company is now
at work at the Naval Aviation Base,
Peru, Indiana.
George M. Derr, A. E., is
now with the War Pro-
duction Board, Washing-
'11
'14
ton, D. C.
'16
Sidney Reibel, M. E., is
the engineering consultant
with the Albert Kahn
Associated Architects and Engineers
Inc., Detroit, Michigan.
,23 Donald L. Mewinney,
M. E., with the Remington
Arms Company has been
transferred to the Lowell Massa-
chusetts Ordnance Plant where he
is the employment manager.
Clyd G. Raeber, A. E., is engineer
and draftsman for E. B. Badger and
Sons Company of Boston, at Hunt-
ington, W. Va.
26 Theodore S. Moench, E.E with A. T. and T.,
New York, New York, is
now Staff Supervisor.
Noel A. Babtist, E. E., is30 tool and die designer for
the Aluminum Company
of America, Cleveland, Ohio.
John K. Barr, M. E., is
assistant division engineer
for the Public Service
Company of Indiana, Kokomo, Ind.
Orville A. Evans, C. E., is chief
engineering inspector at the Elwood,
Illinois, Ordnance Plant.
Benedict Wassel, E. E., is in the
(Continued on Page 26)
Richard D. Leitch, Ch. E.,
is the chief of the Explo-
sives Control Division,
Bureau of Mines, Washington, D. C.
'21
'31
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You can help save 29,000 hours a day
ONE second saved in each of the 106 milliontelephone calls made every day would
add up to well over 29,000 hours — would
help greatly to keep lines open for vital mili-
tary and war production calls.
A single second is that important. So answer
promptly, giving your location and name,
and keep your conversation brief. When
making a call, be sure you have the right
number—use the directory—call Information
only when it's really necessary. And please
don't use Long Distance to defense areas
unless your call is urgent.
The Bell System has a big job to do. By
saving seconds you may make room for a
vital war-time call.
0115 CONE 
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The Rose Football Squad-1942.
Campus Sports
Rose vs. Franklin
Led by Ed McGovern and Francis
Hillenbrand, Rose Tech won its third
game in four starts by overwhelming
a scrappy Franklin College team 60
to 21.
Eddie McGovern, the sensational
sophomore, took the lead in the
nation's individual scoring race and
greatly increased his lead in the In-
diana Conference race with five
touchdowns and five extra points.
These 35 points raised his total, for
four games, to 106 points.
Francis Hillenbrand accounted for
three touchdowns, and Allen Smith
plunged for the other.
The Engineers lost no time in get-
ting their offense started after the
kick off to the Grizzlies. The Rose
men held solidly for two downs, and,
on the third, Franklin kicked to the
mid-field stripe. Upon receiving the
ball, the Engineers marched up the
field, to let Hillenbrand score the
first points of the game on a five-yard
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SEASON'S SUMMARY
ROSE TECH OPPONENTS
Rose 47 Evansville.  7
Rose 13 Wabash 14
Rose 69 Earlham   7
Rose 60 Franklin 21
Rose 61 Hanover  2
Rose 48 Principia  0
Total 298 Total 51
run off his left tackle. McGovern's
attempted placement for the extra
point was wide.
The next bit of excitement was
furnished by the Baptists' aerial
offensive. Dunker wound up on his
own 35-yard line, and threw a 60-
yard pass to Morgan on the Rose 15.
Another pass brought a first down
on the 5, and Dunker slashed off his
right tackle to score. He then con-
verted to make the count 7 to 6.
The Engineers then took charge of
the ball, and drove back up the field
to let Hillenbrand score again over
the right side of the Franklin line.
McGovern's conversion was good to
make the score 13 to 7.
The rest of the first half belonged
to McGovern, Hillenbrand, and the
Rose blockers. McGovern returned
one punt 20 yards and, as he was
about to be tackled, lateraled to
Hillenbrand, who went 30 more
yards for a touchdown. Then Mc-
Govern scored on a 40-yard run,
through the entire Grizzly team; and
twice more on shorter dashes. He
converted three times to make the
half time score 40 to 7.
In the third period, Smith and Mc-
Govern each tallied once; and Hillen-
brand ran for one point after touch-
down.
The last period brought a renewal
of Franklin's passing attack. Dun-
ker's long passes put them in scoring
territory, and he threw to Guinnup
in the end zone for a touchdown. A
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little later a pass, similar to the one
to Guinnup, was thrown by Gilliatt
to Dunker for the final Franklin
score. Dunker converted both times
to make the score 53 to 21.
The scoring of the game ended
with McGovern breaking loose and
running 45 yards to pay dirt, and his
kick made the scoreboard read Rose
60 Franklin 21.
The Grizzlies passing attack was
the main headache of the Engineers.
Carl Miller, Rose center, intercepted
two of Dunker's tosses, and Mc-
Govern intercepted one. Roedl, the
Franklin right guard, suffered a frac-
tured leg on the third play of the
game.
Lineups:
Rose Franklin
Ellsworth L E  Guinnup
Morris L T  McNaughton
Warrick L G  Spencer
Miller C.  Graper
Hanes R.G.  Roedl
Mitchell R.T.  Boger
Rumbley R.E.  Moyer
Smith Q.B.  Holland
McGovern L H Dunker
Hillenbrand  R.H  Gilleatt
Allison F B  Taylor
Rose vs. Hanover
The fighting Engineers from Rose
Tech played point a minute football
for the third week in succession as
they swept a much larger Hanover
team all over the field on November
7. The final score was Rose 61, Han-
over 2.
Eddie McGovern again led the at-
tack with four touchdowns and five
points after touchdown. Those 29
points raised Ed's scoring total to
135 points in five games, and gave
him a 39 point lead in the national,
individual scoring race.
Francis Hillenbrand also put on a
fine exhibition of running as he col-
lected 18 poipts. Whenever Hanover
concentrated on stopping one half-
back, the other would take over the
ball carrying, making a problem
which the Hilltoppers could not
solve.
The first score came about mid-
way in the first quarter, when Holt-
haus took a punt on the 30 and was
downed on the 35. The first play was
stopped for no gain, but on the sec-
ond play Hillenbrand took off on a
reverse for 65 yards and a touch-
THE TOUCHDOWN TWINS.
Ed. McGovern—nation's leading scorer.
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down. McGovern split the crossbars
to make the score 7 to O.
The next scoring came in the
second quarter, after Rose had taken
over the ball on downs. McGovern
raced 57 yards to score. He again
converted to make the count 14 to O.
Hillenbrand was the next to tally
on an 80 yard run. McGovern missed
the extra point. On the next kickoff,
Smith rolled one down to the Han-
over 15 yard line, where it was
downed by Hanes. The Hilltoppers
kicked out to their own 42 yard line;
and on the first play, Hillenbrand
scampered for his third touchdown.
McGovern's boot was good, making
the score 27 to O. McGovern took his
turn to score the last touchdown of
the first half on a 35-yard run, and
he also converted to make the score
at the half, Rose 27, Hanover O.
The second half opened with a
sustained drive by Rose, with Mc-
Govern going over from the 15 yard
stripe. His placement was good.
Hanover's points were set up by a
kick out of bounds deep in Rose
territory and a 15-yard penalty.
(Continued on Page 30)
Francis Hillenbrand—third high scorer of State.
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Fraternity Notes
Sigma Nu
Immediately fol-
lowing rush, the
Beta Upsilon chap-
ter of Sigma Nu
held its annual elec-
tion of officers. The
following men have
been chosen to guide the chapter
through the coming academic year:
Emminent Commander, Bob Drake;
Lieutenant Commander, John White;
Treasurer, Warren Theising; Record-
er, Bill Cornell; Chaplain, George
Butwin; Reporter, Jack Ice; House
President, Bob Leathers; Marshal,
Bill Woolsey; Sentinel, Dick Buch-
anan.
On Sunday, November 8, the chap-
ter attended the Central Christian
Church in commemoration of Na-
tional Memorial Sunday, which was
designated to honor those members
of the fraternity who gave their lives
in the World War.
The monthly dinner meeting was
HERM RASSEL
TAILOR AND HABERDASHER
15 S. 7th St. C-1034
CROWN HAT SHOP
CI
R. HOLTHAUS
GROCERIES & MEATS
C-3252 13th and Oak St.
DRINK
IN BOTTLES
"The Pause That Refreshes"
COCA COLA
BOTTLING COMPANY
924 Lafayette Ave. C-7094
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held on Monday, December 7. The
food was superb and was enjoyed
by the whole chapter.
Because of crowded conditions in
the dorm, four pledges were allowed
to move into the chapter house. New
furniture has been purchased; so
they may be better accommodated.
The following men have moved into
the house: Ben Richardson, Perry
Ray, Bob Bruck, and Ellsworth
Stayer.
Alpha Tau Omega
The annual elec-
tion of officers who
will preside over
the Indiana Gamma
Gamma Chapter of
Alpha Tau Omega
Fraternity for the
coming year was held November 23.
Replacing Richard Holthaus as
Worthy Master is Richard Ellsworth.
Other officers who were chosen are
as follows: Raymond Kopan, Worthy
Chaplain; Frank Winters, Worthy
Keeper of the Exchequer; William
Kniptash, Worthy Keeper of the
Annals; Vinton Haas, Worthy Scribe;
Harold Stanfield, Worthy Usher;
Alan Winslow, Worthy Sentinel.
An open-house was held Decem-
0
2
Perdiew Cleaner
15 No. 8th
C-6767
THE FINEST AVAILABLE
ELECTRO-MEDICAL
APPARATUS
The Liebel-Flarsheim Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio
CI
ber 19. It was in the form of a
Christmas party and was carried out
in the true holiday spirit. Those on
the committee for the planning of
the occasion were Richard Milhol-
land, Jay Kress, and George Ed-
wards.
Since for many freshmen the first
year at Rose has proved the most
difficult a plan has been organized to
aid the pledges with their studies.
Each senior is assigned to a pledge
to whom he is to give aid with his
studies whenever necessary. By this
plan it is hoped that the freshmen
can be helped with their troubles
and each individual may raise his
cumulative average.
Theta Xi
The Kappa Chap-
ter of Theta Xi
wishes to announce
the initiation of a
new brother into
the fraternity. The
initiation ceremony
was held for Jim
Torr, Soph. C. E., Nov. 9. Jim, a
resident of Greencastle, pledged
T. X. last year. The chapter would
also like to mention the pledging of
Merrill Strong, Soph., who returned
to Rose this year after a semesters
absence.
VIQUESNEY'S
"The Fountain Pen Store"
Drawing Equipment and Supplies
604 Wab. Ave. 815 Ohio St.
Carl Riggs Drugs
PRESCRIPTIONS
8th 8z Wabash Ave.
CLEO
COLA
El
El
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The best news about tin
since we went to war
WHEN THE JAPS overran Malaya and
VT the East Indies, they thought they
had dealt a staggering blow to America.
For, overnight, tin became a most
critical raw material, because America
relies upon this bright metal for tin
plate, bearing alloys, solder, collapsible
tubes . . . but mostly tin plate.
However, Uncle Sam had an ace in
the hole . . . electrolytic tin plate. In this
process tin is deposited electrolytically
. . . not hot-dipped . . . on steel strip.
And only one third the normal thickness
of tin is required.
Unfortunately, electrolytic tin plate
is far from perfect as it comes from the
plating baths. It is porous and not com-
pletely resistant to corrosion,
In order to make electrolytic tin plate
usable, the tin deposit must be re-heated
and flowed after plating. But until re-
cently, even the best available re-heating
and flowing processes were painfully slow.
Right here is where Westinghouse
"know how" stepped into the picture.
R. M. Baker, Westinghouse Research
Engineer, together with Glenn E. Stoltz,
of the Westinghouse Industry Engineer-
ing Department, decided that the por-
ous tin coating could be fused . . . through
the magic of electronics . . . to give the
tin plate the desired corrosion
-resistant
property and surface brightness.
Baker and Stoltz built a high fre-
quency coil, using radio broadcasting
oscillator tubes for their power source.
Through this coil they passed electro-
lytic tin plate. The inductive heating
effect melted the tin coating . . . and it
fused smoothly and evenly over the por-
ous surface.
The new Westinghouse tin reflowing
process is now in actual use, turning
out gleaming ribbons of tin plate at
better than 500 feet per minute. It will
save many thousands of tons of tin
every year!
• • • • •
What Baker and Stoltz did for the tin
plate industry many engineering stu-
dents in college today will do for other
industries tomorrow.
Westinghouse knows where to find the
future scientists America needs so badly
on the industrial front . . . many will be
among the technical graduates of the
Class of '43.
Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-
ing Company, Pittsburgh, Penna. Plants
in 25 cities, offices everywhere.
Westin
RADIO WAVES FUSE TIN ... R. M. Baker,
Westinghouse Research Engineer, examines a
test strip of tin plate which is passing through
the experimental tin flowing mill. Baker
joined Westinghouse after receiving his B.S.
at Texas University. He earned an M.S. de-
gree at the University of Pittsburgh.
house
... making Electricity work for Victory
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It has been the custom of Kappa
chapter to present a gold scholarship
key, to the member of the fraternity
who has raised his class average the
most during the school year. James
Murphy was the man who did it. He
raised his average .64 points, and
was presented the award at our
weekly meeting Nov. 16.
Under the chairmanship of Jim
Milner and his staff, the "Kappa
Kantilever", our newspaper contain-
ing the yearly summary of events
of the chapter, was put to press and
issued last month. It contained arti-
cles on our present pledge class and
actives and an interesting letter from
Lt. Robert J. Burger K-213, a T. X.
alumnus, who is now serving Uncle
Sam in India.
The chapter wishes lots of happi-
ness to Charles Eirk, who was recent-
ly married to Juliamae Potts of
Louisville, Ky. The wedding took
place last Nov. 25, at Louisville. They
will make their home in Terre Haute
until he has completed his college
course.
Lambda Chi Alpha
The Theta Kappa
Zeta of Lambda Chi
Alpha has the pleas-
ure to announce the
pledging of three
more men. William
Mitchell, Terre
Haute; Lowell Smith, Harrison,
Ohio; both of the sophomore class,
and Robert Kylander, Terre Haute,
of the Freshman class.
Cyril Flad, business executive and
Jim Barnum, traveling secretary of
the central office visited us on the
21st of November. A dinner and
party was held that night. Cyril Flad
(better known to the fraternity as
"Duke") entertained the group by
hypotizing brother Soudriette and
that was a riot.
Private Bill Robinson, an alumni
of the Cornell chapter, was a guest
of the fraternity the week-end of
November 14. Bill is stationed at
George Field, Vincennes, Indiana.
The traditional work week of the
fraternity was held the week of De-
cember 7 to 12. Even though it was
hard on the pledges, they will admit
they had a good time. Everybody had
a chance to become better acquainted
with the pledges and visa versa. A
lot was accomplished in cleaning the
house and making minor repairs.
We all take our hats off to brother
Hillenbrand, on two accounts. First
for chalking up enough points to
rank third highest football scorer in
the state and second for passing his
pin out at the Military Ball. Con-
gratulations brother Hillenbrand.
CAMPUS SURVEY
(Continued from Page 19)
the first World War. He showed that,
in effect, the first World War was the
birth of our modern chemical indus-
try because the United States, cut
off from its usual supply of dyes,
pharmaceutical supplies, and heavy
chemicals, had to manufacture these
chemicals for the first time. Mr.
Murphy also gave a clear explana-
tion of the change in sales technique
that occurred following the war. He
pointed out that before the war the
manufacturer of chemicals was in-
terested only in producing the cor-
rect quantity of product and shipping
it to the jobber. With the growth of
the chemical industry, however, the
manufacturer began to take an in-
terest in the consumer of his prod-
ucts and began establishipg sales
offices in different parts of the coun-
try. These offices were put in charge
of technically trained men who
handled the sales.
ALUMNI NEWS
(Continued from Page 20)
engineering office of the Vigo Ord-
nance Plant, Terre Haute, Indiana.
Robert W. Broadhurst,
Ch. E., is chemist for the
Continental Oil Company
at Ponca City, Oklahoma.
Charles N. McGillivray, E. E., is
assistant to the plant manager in the
Whiting Corporation, Harvey, Ill.
,33 A. E. Hilgeman, Ch. E., is
chief metallurgist for the
General Foundry and
Mfg. Co., Flint, Michigan.
E. H. Hilgeman, M. E., is the gen-
'32
eral purchasing agent for Singmaster
and Breyer, Metallurgists and Engi-
neers of New York, New York.
) Maurice Tucker, E. E., is34 the assistant electrical en-
gineer, N. A. C. A. Lang-
ley Field, Virginia.
,3 5 Albert V. McEowen, C. E.,
is engineer for the Steel
Fabrication Company,
Muskegon, Michigan.
Louis S. Lyon, Ch. E., with the
U. S. Civil Service has been trans-
ferred to Dayton, Ohio, where he is
assistant regional director for the
Sixth Civil Service Region.
,36 William G. Lindeman,C. E., is now employed by
the C. M. St. P. & P. Rail-
road at Miles City, Montana.
Carroll R. Merriman, C. E., with
the Pennsylvania Railroad is super-
visor of track, Carnegie, Penn.
E. Kendrick Newton, C. E., is now
an engineer at the Evansville, Indi-
ana, Ordnance Plant.
Robert Shattuck, Ch. E., is the
plant manager for the Marbon Cor-
poration at Gary, Indiana.
) Albert Lotze, E. E., is37 radio engineer at the
Naval Research Labora-
tory in Anocostia Station, Washing-
ton, D. C.
Rhiman Rotz, Ch. E., has taken
a job with the Curtiss-Wright Cor-
poration, Indianapolis, Indiana.
,38 John E. Lindeman, C. E.,
with the DuPont Com-
pany has been transferred
to Memphis, Tennessee.
Gene E. Petty, M. E., is
'39 instrument engineer for
the Rock Island Refining
Corporation at Indianapolis, Indiana.
) 4 0 Richard T. Hardman, C.
E., has returned to Terre
Haute to work with his
father, Thomas T. Hardman, '14, as
a consulting engineer.
) 4 2 John H. Vander Veer,
M. E., with Sperry Gyro-
scope has been transferred
to Seattle, Washington.
In The Service
Lieutenant John W. Bernhardt
has been awarded the Navy Star for
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T UBULAR headers now race off theproduction line at Combustion Engi-
neering Company's Chattanooga,
Tenn. plant at the unprecedented rate
of 100 a day — with the aid of this
Airco 10 cutting torch Oxygraph. Com-
pared to the 19 a day formerly pro-
duced, it's practically a week's work
every day. This Airco oxyacetylene cut-
ting machine is making metal-working
history — never before was such an
elaborate multiple torch arrangement
deemed practicable. Yet, as perfected
by Airco, every beneficial feature of
ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING
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flame cutting is retained. Steel is accu-
rately cut to the desired shape with
amazing speed. And there is no time
out for sharpening or regrinding.
New, faster, better ways of produc-
ing more planes, ships, tanks, guns and
machines are made possible by the
efficient and proper application of the
oxyacetylene flame.
To better acquaint you with the
many things that this modern produc-
tion tool does better we have published
"Airco in the News'', a pictorial re-
view in book form. Write for a copy.
FOR GAS WELDING
REDUCTION
60 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y.
I n Texas:
Magnolia-Airco Gas Products Co.
General Offices HOUSTON, TEXAS
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
OR CUTTING AND ARC WELDING
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heroism and gallantry in action in
the Pacific. The award was made by
Admiral Nimitz, commander of the
Pacific fleet, aboard ship "some-
where in the Pacific."
'03—Eugene Burt, E. E., is work-
ing with the Post Engineers at Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas.
'06--Walter A. Hensgen, E. E., is
radio technologist, Plant Section,
Signal Corps, U. S. Army, Washing-
ton, D. C.
'25—Glenn W. Ashley has been
commissioned a lieutenant, U. S.
N. R., and is now stationed at York-
town, Virginia, on the U. S. S. Bull-
finch.
'28—Benjamin H. Van Vector is
stationed at Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-
vania, where he has the rank of a
1st Lieutenant in the Engineer Pro-
curement Division.
'31—John F. Richardson is a
Lieutenant Junior Grade in the U. S.
N. R. and is listed as an engineering
specialist. He will soon report to
Dartmouth College for training.
'31—Tow D. Irvine of the U. S.
Engineer Office, is resident engineer
at Camp Forrest, Tennessee.
'33—James C. Skinner is the di-
rector of the Department of Aircraft
Specialists, Air Force Technical
School, Chanute Field, Illinois.
'34—John R. Mattingley is engi-
neering aide at Camp Atterbury,
Indiana.
'34—Frank Mansur is attending
the Naval Indoctrination School at
CI E
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the University of Arizona.
'34—Howard Staderman has re-
ceived a commission as Captain in
the U. S. Air Corps. He is supervisor
of the planning and developing divi-
sion at Boca Ratoon, Florida.
'35—Robert B. Asbury has been
promoted to Captain in the Army
Air Corps and is at present stationed
at Lewmore, California.
'35—Gordon L. Burt formerly with
Charles H. Hurd, is now located at
Camp Atterbury, Indiana.
'35--Carl W. Pearce is to report
to Dartmouth College for an air in-
doctrination course which leads to
an Ensigns commission in the U. S.
N. R.
'36—Jack Roberts is a lieutenant
in the Signal Corps and is now on
temporary duty at the Graduate
School of Engineering, Harvard Uni-
versity.
'39—Lieutenant George W. Smith
received his wings at Lubbock Field
after completing the Air Corps Ad-
vanced Flying School in two motor
planes. He is now at Tarrant Field,
Fort Worth, Texas, in the B-24
School.
'40—Richard A. Mullins is an avia-
tion cadet at Chanute Field, Illinois.
Newlyweds
Miss Betty Beeson was married to
Simon P. Gary, Rose '41, on Novem-
ber 15, 1942. The Gary's are now
living in their home in Oak Park,
Illinois.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ellis Warner
announced the marriage of their
daughter, Nancy, to John G.
Mehagen, Rose '42. The wedding
ceremonies were held at the La-
Grange Country Club, La Grange,
Illinois 
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CORN FOR RUBBER
(Continued from Page 5)
hydrogen present from the fermenta_
tion, 2,3-butanediol is formed by
hydrogenation.
Another possibility is that two
molecules of acetaldehyde enolize to
form methylacetylcarbinol which
may be hydrogenated to 2,3-butane-
diol. This reaction is considered more
probable since methylacetylcarbinol
is one of the final products.
General Aspects
The outcome of this investigation
holds the interest of the public eye
and is awaited with anxiety. The
Baruch committee has recommended
an addition of 30,000 tons of Buna S
rubber to be made with butadiene
from grain by one of the two pro-
cesses: (1) from ethyl alcohol or (2)
from 2,3-butanediol. The committee
also suggested that the plant be
erected in the latter part of 1943 to
come into operation in the early part
of 1944. There are two advantages
in delaying construction until this
time: (1) much of the construction
of the war program will be completed
and the present tightness of critical
material will be less acute and these
materials will be more readily avail-
able; (2) the two processes men-
tioned above may be judged upon.
If either process using corn is adopt-
ed, the question of food shortage may
arise. In this event it is well to know
that the Secretary of Agriculture as-
sured the Baruch committee that no
food shortage will be felt by an ex-
pansion of alcohol and butadiene
from grain.
11
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YOUR STORY IN PICTURE LEAVES NOTHING UNTOLD
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CUTTERS FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT
OF TODAY'S VARIED NEEDS
The congressional representatives
from the various states of the corn
belt are not blind to the new market
which would be created for prospec-
tive voters' corn and are backing the
process accordingly. In such a situa-
tion it is not difficult for the investi-
gation of the process to become a
government project for which money
seems readily available. We may rest
assured that no stone will be left
unturned in an effort to increase our
rubber production through the use
of corn.
EDW. S. LAMMERS
PAINT & GLASS CO.
1201 Wabash Ave.
C-2226
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JOSEPH'S
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—for Good Cutters see
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SPORTS
(Continued from Page 23)
When McGovern kicked, from be-
hind the goal line, he kicked the ball
into one of his own players. The ball
bounced back out of the end zone
for a safety and 2 points for Hanover.
In the last quarter McGovern
broke loose on one of his longest
runs of the day. He traveled from
his own 20 to the Hilltoppers' 3,
where he lost his stride and was
knocked down. On the next play he
plunged for the score. Holthaus' at-
tempted conversion was wide. An-
other opportunity was afforded the
Engineers when the Hanover backs
fumbled on their own 20. Allen
Smith drove through for a touch-
down on the first play. Smith's place-
kick for the extra point was good.
The final score of the afternoon was
set up by Mitchell's recovery of an-
other Hanover fumble on their 30
yard line. After failing to gain any
ground, the Engineers kicked out of
bounds on the 10. Hanover lost 9
yards on the first play, and then
kicked out to the 26. Price passed to
captain Bill Rumbley for a touch-
down. Smith converted to end all
scoring, and make the final score
61 to 2.
The game was full of long open
field runs, and the Engineers did
some fine down field blocking for
McGovern and Hillenbrand.
Rose vs. Principia
Rose Poly completed its 1942
season with a triumphant defeat of
the gridders from Principia College
by a score of 48 to O.
Ed McGovern, the Engineer's
point-a-minute halfback scored an-
other 30 points with four touchdowns
and six extra points. McGovern's
total of 165 points for the season sur-
passes the modern scoring record of
162 points accredited to Jack Hunt
of Marshall College, W. Virginia, and
Ed piled up his points in just six
games as compared to Hunt's ten
game record.
The Principia game was only a
minute old when McGovern took the
ball on a reverse and dashed 55 yards
through the opposition for a touch-
down. Principia rallied from the jolt
and performed a good job of stem-
ming the Engineer's attack for the re_
mainder of the first quarter. Shortly
after play was resumed in the second
period Smith tossed a pass to Rum-
bley who in turn lateraled to Hillen-
brand for a touchdown. McGovern
booted the point after and Rose led
by a 14 to 0 score. Another Rose
Tech rally was started when Mc-
Govern intercepted a pass in mid-
field and the Engineers were off to
score again. Hillenbrand turned in
a 14 yard dash in the march down
field before McGovern took the ball
Fullback Holthaus in action during the Principia game.
around end from the four to tally six
points and added another on the con-
version. The half ended with the
Engineers leading 21 to O.
The Engineers scored twice in the
third period. The first came after
Principia had recovered a fumble on
the Rose 25 and threatened to score.
The threat was halted when Mc-
Govern intercepted Obern's pass and
Rose took possession on their own
15. It took the fleet half-backs but
four plays to bring the ball to within
six yards of the goal. A five yard
penalty put the pigskin on the one
and it was easy work for McGovern
to cross. The other Rose score came
on a clever ball theft on the part of
Hillenbrand when he stole the ball
right out of Punnett's hands and
raced 55 yards for a touchdown. Mc-
Govern made his fifth conversion.
Rose smashed and passed 50 yards
for its opening marker in the fourth
period. Price passed to McGovern
for a first down on Principia's 35.
McGovern slashed eight yards
through the line and Hillenbrand
dodged several tacklers until finally
nailed on the 14. Hillenbrand added
seven more yards and McGovern
went across from the seven and con-
verted.
The final Rose touchdown came on
a pass from Jiggs Price to "Red"
Smith who gained 29 yards on the
play. Smith failed on the attempted
conversion.
Summary:
Rose Poly (48) Principia (0)
O'Connell L E  Atl
Lape L T  Marshall
Warrick L G  Tente
Miller 
 Currey
Hanes R.G.  Griswold
B. Mitchell R.T.  Obern
Rumbley R E  Scholfield
Valente Q.B.  Eck
McGovern L H  Meeks
Hillenbrand  R.H.  Hedin
Holthaus F B  Hawes
Score by periods:
Rose Poly  7 14 14 13-48
Principia  0 0 0 0-- 0
Touchdowns — McGovern (4), Hillen-
brand (2), Smith. Points after touchdowns
—McGovern (6), all kicks from placement.
Touchdown Twins
Ed. McGovern and Francis Hillen-
brand have led the Fighting Engi-
neers through another successful
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season. They proved that they were
worthy of the name, Touchdown
Twins, which was given them by
many sports writers. Together they
accounted for 231 of 292 points
racked up by the Rose team this
season.
McGovern scored 165 points and
blocked for Hillenbrand who did a
perfect job by scoring very frequent-
ly. Ed led the nations scorers as well
as topping the Indiana Conference
while Francis rated third best in the
Indiana Conference with 67 points.
There is little doubt of the fact
that McGovern and Hillenbrand are
the best pair of halfbacks that have
driven and twisted their way to the
opponents goal line in the Indiana
Conference this season. McGovern
has been picked to be on the all
Indiana Conference team and Hillen-
brand, not to be left out in any way,
was chosen to be on the second team.
The rest of the team is not to be
overlooked since their blocking and
splendid co-operation was a great
factor in the play of the two great
halfbacks.
Since these two backs are sopho-
E3 
mores they will have a chance to
star for Rose for two more seasons
if the war does not interfere. They
will be doing more than their share
even if they are not playing football.
MERRILY WE'LL
ROLL ALONG
(Continued from Page 7)
picked up in scoops, washed and
cooled before blowing over the
engine.
The possibility of carbon monoxide
poisoning will be eliminated by plac-
ing the engine in the rear. There will
be no clutch and fluid drive will re-
place the transmissions. The carbu-
retor will be replaced by a fuel injec-
tion system like that used so success-
fully in the German Messchersmitts.
Although the aircraft industry
hopes to see the post-war sky dark-
ened by cheap planes, Packard's
George Walker, who designed the
Clipper series, feels that the automo-
bile and the airplane will be tied to-
gether as an indispensible team for
transportation. The airport will be
the center of tomorrow's rural com-
munity. Commuters will travel to
their offices each morning by plane,
while the car and the wife will do the
shopping. Service stations will fuel
both autos and planes.
Harley J. Earl, Vice-president of
General Motors, sees that only the
rich will be able to afford the post-
war plane for several years after the
war. He predicts that in 1952 there
will be fifty million cars as compared
with 1942's twenty-five million, in
addition to almost five million planes.
Whatever the case, whether the
plane replaces the car entirely or
merely supplements it, the competi-
tion between the auto manufacturers
and the plane manufacturers in the
post-war period will be interesting to
watch. The large newly-built fac-
tories will be wanting to use the
lessons learned in building great
numbers of planes in turning out a
cheap, light car. The auto industry,
on the other hand, temporarily sus-
pended in order to build aircraft,
will not relinquish its hold on the
aviation industry easily. Whatever
the outcome, the American motoring
public may be assured of a better,
cheaper post-war automobile.
Louisville Bridge 8( iron
Company
Incorporated 1865
Engineers, Fabricators and Erectors of Steel Bridges,
Steel Buildings
Stock Steel for Prompt Shipment
SEND US YOUR PLANS
Offices: 1 1 th and Oak Streets
Louisville Kentucky
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Father, mother, and baby paraded
together. Friends stopped them on
the street and remarked that the
baby looked just like its mother. The
father became incensed because no
one seemed to find any resemblance
of the baby to its father. One day the
father decided to take the baby out
by himself. He came back smiling
triumphantly: "Everyone I met told
me that the baby looked just like
me," he told his wife.
Wife: "My goodness, George, will
you please turn the baby over?
You're holding her upside down."
Sign in a service station: "No
smoking near gas pumps, please.
Maybe your life isn't worth saving,
but gasoline is."
"Sedentary work," said the college
lecturer, "tends to lessen the en-
durance."
"In other words," butted in the
smart student, "the more one sits, the
less one can stand."
"Exactly," continued the lecturer,
"and if one lies a great deal, ones
standing is lost completely."
Wife: "George, is that you?"
Husband: "Why certainly. Who
else were you expecting at this time
of night?"
The other day, two men by the
names of Stone and Wood stopped
on the street corner and were en-
gaged in conversation when a woman
in a particularly noticeable gown
passed. Simultaneously, Wood turned
to Stone, Stone turned to Wood and
both turned to rubber.
Sly
Droolings
Edited by HAROLD E. CAMPBELL,
sophomore, m.e.
Cutie (in a department store) :
"Do you have notions on this floor?"
Floorwalker: "Frequently, but we
don't usually express them during
business hours."
Worried mother: "Doctor, are you
sure its pneumonia? Sometimes doc-
tors prescribe for one thing and the
patient dies from something else."
Doctor (with dignity) : "When I
prescribe for pneumonia you die of
pneumonia."
"I say," called the bus driver to
the passengers below, "is there a
mackintosh down there big enough to
keep three young ladies warm?"
"No," came an eager voice from
below, "But there's a McPhereson
down here that's willin' to try."
The Queen Bee is a hardy soul—
She thumbs her nose at birth-control;
Which is the reason, beyond a doubt;
There's so many sons of bees about.
Itches is something that when a
recruit is standing at attention his
nose always.
A young matron had just fmished
her course in first aid. One evening
on a darkened street, she observed a
man sprawling face downward in the
middle of the street.
"Aha," she though, "providence
has sent me to administer first-aid to
this poor unfortunate."
Parking her car, she rushed over
and began treating the young man.
Presently he stirred and looked up.
"Lady, I don't know what the hell
you're up to, but I wish you would
stop tickling me. I'm trying to hold
a lantern steady for this man down
in this manhole."
"How's the public sentiment out
here?" asked the politician, who was
passing through a rural community.
"Still goin' strong," answered the
native. "There were sixteen cars
parked in my lane last night."
A robber was holding up pass-
engers in a Pullman car.
"Out with your dough, or I'll kill
all the men and molest the women,"
he shouted.
An elderly man said indignantly:
"You shall not touch the ladies."
Just then an old maid in an upper
berth yelled out. "You leave him
alone—he's robbing this train."
"I represent the Mountain Wool
Company, ma'am. Would you be in-
terested in some coarse yarns?"
"Gosh, yes, tell me a couple."
"What's the Italian national air?"
"Garlic."
"Keep on fighting boys," said the
Italian general, "never say die. Never
give up till your last shot is fired.
When it is fired run. I'm a little lame
so I'm starting now."
"That woman shows a lot of style."
"You mean that style shows a lot
of woman."
A low brow is a person who likes
peppy stories, girl shows, and good
times. A high brow is a low brow
who won't admit it.
She: "I'm all run down."
He: "Well, why not wind up in
my arms."
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THE HOME GUARD
ADEVICE which can be installed in the hometo give both audible and visible warning of
air raids has been developed by J. L. Woodworth
(U. of Idaho, '24) in the G-E Carrier Current
Laboratory.
Designed to operate on carrier current systems,
the new gadget makes it possible to contact air
raid wardens and civilian defense workers with-
out increasing the load on telephone lines.
When the air raid signal is sent from the
transmitter at the power station, the home
warning device (which resembles an ordinary
house meter) begins to buzz.
After it has thus called attention to itself, the
device lights up, and on its dial will appear a
colored signal—yellow for preliminary caution,
blue for advance caution, red for air raid, or
white for all clear—that corresponds to the
signal sent from headquarters.
"VEE" JEWELS
THE General Electric Company has developeda method of fusing a special type of glass
and forming a miniature jewel. How it's done is a
military secret, but the jewels are made on a mass-
production basis.
The jewels, called "Vee" jewels (not V for
Victory, but "Vee" for the V-shaped depression
in which a cone-shaped steel pivot rotates), are
in great demand for use in the indicating instru-
ments that measure the flow of electricity in war-
time fighting and industrial control equipment.
The moving parts of these instruments are of
watch size and delicacy, each requiring two Vee-
shaped jewels about the size of the head of a pin.
The G-E "gem" has been developed as a sub-
stitute for the "Vee" jewels made from sapphires
formerly supplied by Swiss craftsmen.
YOUR SMOKE IS SHOWING
A TRAIL of smoke often leads enemy- sub-marines to their intended victims, but an
electronic tube might help to give the subs the
slip by instantly warning the ship's fireman when
smoke is coming from the vessel's stack.
General Electric has already put the phototube,
most versatile of the electronic tubes, to work in
industrial plants to warn of smoking stacks and to
save fuel. W. C. White (Columbia, '12), director of
the G-E electronics laboratory, thinks a similar
arrangement might be used in ship stacks.
A beam of light, thrown across the smoke
column in the chimney, shines on the tube. When
the smoke gets too thick, the light is blocked and
the phototube works a relay which sounds a
warning for the fireman.
GENERAL ELECTRIC
963-b0-211
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